FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Acoustica Basic Edition 5 Released
The renowned audio editor Acoustica is now available in a free basic edition. Acoustica Basic Edition for
Windows has all the basic editing tools required to get the editing job done and supports VST and DirectX plugins as well as ASIO drivers.
Oslo, June 13th 2012 – Acoustica has been mighty strong for years when it comes to recording, editing
and restoration of audio recordings. Now, the manufacturer Acon AS has released a free basic version
that includes the most frequently used editing tools as well as support for the plug-in formats VST
and DirectX and the professional audio driver interface ASIO. ASIO is a multi-channel capable audio
transfer protocol that enables real-time sound processing.
Acoustica Basic Edition also supports non-destructive editing and effect chains that allows the user to
create complete chains of processing tools, including external plug-ins, and save them along with all
the parameter settings for later use.
For Acon AS the release of the free Basic Edition is a response to the needs of many casual users, who
have no need for many of the advanced processing tools available in the Standard and Premium
Edition. “We have decided to provide the occasional user with a free version of Acoustica containing
the basic features as an entry to our audio editing software” says Stian Aagedal, Managing Director of
Acon AS. Since the basic version is expandable through open plug-in standards, users can integrate
even professional tools seamlessly just like building blocks. Thus the users can put together precisely
the functions they really need.
Acoustica Basic Edition 5 is now available for free on www.acondigital.com.
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http://www.acondigital.com/docs/acoustica5.zip
About Acon AS
Acon AS is a privately held Norwegian company with a focus on software products and services
related to digital signal processing and audio editing. Acon AS acquired the audio editing and
processing product line from the German company Acon Digital Media GmbH on January 1st 2012.
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